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When Amy, our archeologist and her 
crew arrive at some old ruins no one 
would have guessed what ancient 
evil they are about to unleash…

They truly are 
marvelous!

If Amy did not bring her ex-boyfriend and his 
new floozy along everything might have gone 
different…



Inside the temple Amy finds strange reliefs. They 
seem to show a lot of women in front of a palace – 
kneeling in devotion.

That’s a lot of women…

As Amy progresses - studying the old drawings - she 
notices them getting lewder the deeper into the 
ruins she wanders.



Then all of a sudden, the depiction of orgies 
and naked women breaks off and Amy is left 
standing before the final relief depicting a 
man shrouded in darkness.

No… not a man. A demon! Or at least that’s 
what Amy can make out of the etchings 
below.

Come to 
meee…

Wow. People 
must have 

really hated 
this guy…

“May this devil’s 
essence stay 

trapped forever 
in the orb of 
oblivion.…”

“Here rests 
Nemmis, the 
conqueror.”



And then Amy opens a door she 
better should have left shut…

Take me 
with you…

Not wanting to return empty-
handed, Amy bags the artifact 
and heads back to camp.



That night at camp, everybody was having 
strange dreams…

What do 
you wish 

for?

Jake…

Want to
be liked.

Why can‘t
they get 
along?



All of them are offered 
unlimited wishes in exchange 
for their soul once all their 
life goals are fulfilled.

A foolish deal… who’d ever 
take it?



Consider 
it done.

I wish Jake would 
see Tiffany for what 
she truly is: A dumb 
vapid bimbo thinking 
only about looks and 

sex!

Then hear 
my first 

wish, devil!



Oh, my!
I feel 

strange…



Getting 
hard to 
think…



Boobies?!



squish

squish

I wish she’d be 
more like me, 

then she could 
understand me 

and we could be 
like besties!

That’s like 
totally sad!

She 
did?

What were we like 
talking before my 
boobies got all big 

and bouncy?

Wish 
granted!

Amy hates you 
and used a 

wish to stick it 
to you.



Back with Amy…
I can‘t wait
for Jake to
see Tiffany 

again!

If that devil is
legit… Jake 
will soon be
mine again!



A sudden shift in weight lets Amy lose 
her balance and she shortly tumbles 
forward but catches her fall.

Wahhh

What the… 
my breasts?



Me?
Amy?!

Amy! You like 
look like Tiffany! I 

like mean me!

After the girls’ 
transformations they 

meet in camp…

But 
thinking’s 

hard!

I like kinda 
know you did 

something!

Tiffany?!
Like what did 
you like do?!



I just wish 
that those two 
girls would get 

along.

kiss

slurp

What is 
your first 

wish.

So, we 
have a 
deal!

Moments later…



Our 
bodies are 

yours. We will do 
anything you 
demand of 

us!

But how will it go from there…



Hello, Hexxet here, 

If like seeing women get turned into 
busty bimbos (who look alike) and a 
power-hungry male antagonist taking 
complete control of them tune in on 
“A Devil Unleashed”. It’s ~75 pages 
long and coming out on 10.11.2023 
on Patreon and Gumroad.

More PAIs and of course my regular 3D 
Comics can be found on my Patreon and 
in my shops. (If you are only into the 
PAIs you probably want to visit the 
shops, not the Patreon). Some free PAIs 
can be found on my homepage.
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